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Abstract
Since previous studies on open-domain targeted001
sentiment analysis are limited in dataset do-002
main variety and sentence level, we propose003
a novel dataset consisting of 6,013 human-004
labeled data to extend the data domains in top-005
ics of interest and document level. Furthermore,006
we offer a nested target annotation schema to007
extract the complete sentiment information in008
documents, boosting the practicality and ef-009
fectiveness of open-domain targeted sentiment010
analysis. Moreover, we leverage the pre-trained011
model BART in a sequence-to-sequence gener-012
ation method for the task. Benchmark results013
show that there exists large room for improve-014
ment of open-domain targeted sentiment analy-015
sis. Meanwhile, experiments have shown that016
challenges remain in the effective use of open-017
domain data, long documents, the complexity018
of target structure, and domain variances.019

1 Introduction020

Open-domain targeted sentiment analysis refers021

to the task of extracting entities and sentiment po-022

larities (e.g. positive, negative, neutral) towards023

them in free texts (Mitchell et al., 2013) (Figure 1).024

It has received much research attention due to wide025

applications to market prediction, recommendation026

system, product selection, public opinion surveil-027

lance. For example, a business might be interested028

in monitoring the mentioning of itself or its prod-029

ucts and services from all media sources, and an030

investment fund can be interested in learning the031

sentiment towards a range of open-ended topics032

that can potentially be influential to market volatili-033

ties. Ideally, the task requires algorithms to process034

open-domain texts from different genres such as035

news, reports and tweets. For each domain, topics036

and opinion expressions can be highly different.037

As shown in Figure 1 (a), existing research on038

open-domain targeted sentiment has focused on a039

sentence-level setting (Mitchell et al., 2013), where040

different models have been proposed to extract or041

The  price  of  food  is  high  in  that  Italian  restaurant, but 

its service is good. 

Italian  restaurant - food - price - Negative

Italian  restaurant - service - Positive

Our Work

Italian  restaurant - Mixed

price - Negative

Food - Negative

Traditional  

Italian  restaurant - Mixed
Service - Positive

(a) Sentence-level Example

Bought but didn't use for months. When I finally did decide 

to use it, I took it to Hawaii with me to be able to charge my

phone in the rental car while visiting.  Worked for the first 

two days then the it stopped charging. Seller for the charger 

will not work with me. 

charger - USB connection - Negative
charger - Seller - Negative

Our Work

charger - Negative

(b) Multi-sentence Example

Italian  restaurant - food - Negative

Figure 1: Traditional open-domain targeted sentiment
analysis (Traditional in the figure) and our work.

tag text spans as the mentioned targets, assigning 042

sentiment polarity labels (i.e., positive, negative 043

and neutral) on each extracted span. Both pipeline 044

methods (Mitchell et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015; 045

Hu et al., 2019) and joint methods (Mitchell et al., 046

2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2018; Li et al., 047

2019a; Zhou et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019; Pingili 048

and Li, 2020; Hu et al., 2019) have been considered, 049

with the former taking separate models for opinion 050

target extraction and target sentiment classification, 051

and the latter using a single model for solving both 052

subtasks. The current state-of-the-art results (Luo 053

et al., 2020) has been achieved by using pre-trained 054

model BERT (Kenton et al., 2019). 055

Existing work, however, is limited in several 056

aspects. First, it is constrained by the use of rel- 057

atively small datasets from Mitchell et al. (2013) 058

and Pontiki et al. (2014, 2015, 2016), which are 059

confined to the restaurant review, laptop review 060

and twitter domains. As a consequence, a strong 061

performance on the benchmarks does not neces- 062
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Domain #Doc #T #P #N #M F1 #S #Tok #AT #1-n #2-n #3-n
Books 986 2,470 1,624 542 304 59.06 7.59 109.10 2.50 1,465 988 17

Clothing 928 1,555 1034 299 222 60.51 4.54 44.12 1.67 1,166 385 4
Restaurant 940 4,739 3,457 828 454 57.44 10.08 116.63 5.03 1,943 2,566 221

Hotel 1,029 3,436 3,165 154 117 72.07 5.24 55.63 3.33 1,408 1,795 231
News 936 2,725 1,358 1,254 113 75.34 12.53 175.72 2.91 2,053 618 53

PhraseBank 1,194 1,481 1,006 464 11 75.04 1.00 23.30 1.23 918 541 49

Table 1: Details for our proposed datasets, include the number of documents (#Doc) and targets (#T) in each domain,
the number of Positive (#P), Negative (#N), Mixed (#M) sentiment labels, micro-F1 scores of annotator agreement
(F1 for micro F1 score, henceforth), the average number of sentence (#S), tokens (#Tok), targets (#AT) and the
number of 1-nest targets (#1-n), 2-nest targets (#2-n) and 3-nest targets (#3-n) in each domain.

sarily reflect strong performance in open-domain063

texts (Orbach et al., 2021). Recent availability of064

representation models pre-trained on diverse text065

domains (Kenton et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019;066

Lewis et al., 2020) allows us to investigate open-067

domain targeted sentiment in more practical and068

realistic settings.069

Second, existing work considers open-domain070

targeted sentiment analysis only at the sentence071

level. However, text sources in the open domain072

are typically in the form of documents, such as a073

piece of news, or a product review. Sentence-level074

sentiment models fail to give accurate information075

due to lack of co-reference and discourse knowl-076

edge. Take the simple sentence “ It is quite use-077

ful in helping me with the housework.” from the078

dataset of Mitchell et al. (2013) for example, the079

gold-standard target entity is represented by the080

span “it”. However, significant post-processing can081

be necessary to correctly identify the true senti-082

ment polarity on the target entity, which involves083

co-reference resolution and mention-level polarity084

information integration.085

Third, complex relations are not fully extracted086

in the previous work, which just extracts opinion087

targets separately. For example, ‘The price of the088

food is high in that Italian restaurant’, the relation-089

ships of price, food and Italian restaurant are not090

implied in the previous datasets. Although some091

work extracts the target, aspect and sentiment at the092

same time (Yang et al., 2018; Saeidi et al., 2016), it093

is still limited in the extensibility, having restricted094

the schema of target expression e.g. food-price-095

Negative which is three-tuple failing to indicate096

Italian restaurant.097

To address the above issues, we consider open-098

domain targeted sentiment analysis at the document099

level with a variety of text domains. A contrast100

between our dataset and traditional open-domain101

targeted sentiment analysis is shown in Figure 1.102

In particular, for increasing diversity, our data are 103

sourced from six different domains with three dif- 104

ferent linguistic genres. To address the limitation 105

on span-based target representation, we define the 106

problem of open-domain targeted sentiment as a 107

fully end-to-end task, where the input is a docu- 108

ment and the output is a list of mentioned target 109

entities with their sentiment polarities. 110

While pre-trained sequence-to-sequence models 111

are useful for solving our task, results show that 112

there is a large gap for further improvement. Chal- 113

lenges exist in the effective use of open-domain 114

data, long documents, the complexity of target 115

structure, and domain variances. To our knowl- 116

edge, we are the first to consider the open-domain 117

targeted sentiment analysis in the document-level 118

setting. We will release our code and dataset later. 119

2 Dataset 120

Our proposed dataset contains six domains, includ- 121

ing book reviews, clothing reviews, restaurant re- 122

views, hotel reviews, financial news and social me- 123

dia data (PhraseBank). The details of data sources 124

are shown in Appendix B. 125

2.1 Annotation Schema 126

The task form is shown Figure 1, which shows a 127

balance between comprehensibility, extensibility 128

and specificity. Considering that targets can have 129

fine-grained levels of specificity (e.g., restaurant- 130

food-price), we denote sentiment targets with tu- 131

ples, where all the targets and their relations are 132

extracted in a nested data structure. To allow better 133

document-level representation and avoid noise, we 134

adopt the {Positive, Negative, Mixed} sentiment 135

schema (Orbach et al., 2021). 136

2.2 Annotation Procedure 137

The procedure of annotation is shown in Figure 138

2. Each domain is distributed three different anno- 139

tators, who are trained before making annotation. 140
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Validation section

Annotation section

Annotate Targets and

 Sentiments

Annotated Validation 

section

Annotated  Annotation

section

Recheck and post process 

the annotations by one

more anotator.

Annotate nested targets 

and sentiments F1 score of 

the validation 

acceptable

F1 score of the validation unacceptable : Discussion and Re-annotate
Final Annotated data

Original data Annotated data

Figure 2: Annotation procedure of our proposed dataset.

The data is divided into the annotation and valida-141

tion sections – the former is allocated to one of the142

annotators, and the latter is annotated by at least143

two annotators. After annotation, we calculate the144

average micro F1 score of each two annotators to145

check annotation agreements on the validation sec-146

tion. The F1 score is calculated in phrase level147

for the reason we consider the relations of target148

components in the evaluation procedure, similar149

to Kim and Klinger (2018). If the F1 score does150

not reach an acceptable level, we discuss about the151

issues and revise the annotation guidelines when152

necessary, and the data are re-annotated. If the F1153

score reaches an acceptable level, the data are re-154

checked by one more individual. The details of the155

final annotation rules are shown in Appendix A.156

Considering the complexity of the nested target157

structure, we use a loose-match score replacing158

the exact-match score in the calculation of the F1159

score, which is also used in our experimental eval-160

uation. The exact-match score means that each161

labeled target is assigned correct score 1.0 only if162

all the components and the sentiment are the same163

with the golden text. But in loose-match score for164

each target if the sentiment is correct, we calcu-165

late the ratio of overlapped nests in labels and the166

golden text, and if the ratio reaches acceptable lev-167

els, we assign it with corresponding scores. The168

loose-match score is chosen for the annotation be-169

cause the components of nested targets tend to have170

similar sentiments. For example in Figure 1 (a),171

in Italian restaurant - food - price - Negative, the172

target components food and Italian restaurant also173

tend to have negative polarities for high price. The174

acceptable levels we set 0.5 and 0.66 with the cor-175

responding score 0.5, 1.0.176

2.3 Analysis and Statistics177

Table 1 shows the statistics in each domain of178

our dataset. First, the numbers of documents are179

roughly the same for each domain, with all do-180

mains having more than 900 documents. Second,181

the average number of sentences is the smallest in 182

the PhraseBank domain which is one feature of 183

the PhraseBank, and the largest in the News do- 184

main. The average number of targets is the largest 185

in Restaurant reviews implying the difficulty in 186

this domain is the largest. The numbers of targets in 187

the different number of target nests (last 3 columns 188

in 1) show that most of the targets are 1-nest and 189

2-nest, some are 3-nest and few are 4-nest (which 190

is neglected in Table 1). Third, label imbalance 191

exists in the dataset, with positive sentiments being 192

the dominant. We did not deliberately control the 193

label distribution, to keep it as close to practical 194

situations as feasible (similar to Pontiki et al. (2014, 195

2015, 2016)). 196

3 Approach 197

In our schema, the nested opinion targets are in a 198

structure that involves the relations of each compo- 199

nent and inference of implicit targets, which can 200

be challenging for traditional structured predic- 201

tion models (Mitchell et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 202

2015). Neural sequence-to-sequence modeling 203

provides a useful solution (Vinyals et al., 2015), 204

and we take BART (Lewis et al., 2020) as the 205

sequence-to-sequence framework, which is a de- 206

noising autoencoder for pre-training sequence-to- 207

sequence models based on Transformer (Vaswani 208

et al., 2017). BART has shown to be particularly 209

effective in tasks of text summarization, machine 210

translation, information retrieval and sequence gen- 211

eration (Lewis et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020b; Chen 212

and Song, 2021; Liu et al., 2021; Yan et al., 2021). 213

3.1 Model 214

We consider both the joint task of open-domain tar- 215

geted sentiment analysis and its subtasks. Formally 216

our model takes X = [x1, x2, ..., xn] as inputs, 217

and output a target sequence Yt = [y0, y1, ..., ym] 218

where y0 is the start token for BART. For target 219

sentiment classification, the output is Ys a polarity 220

in an given text template. 221
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Bidirectional Encoder

Autoregressive Decoder

The  price was  too  high  in  the  restaurant  , bad one   .

<s>  <b>  restaurant  <i>   <e>  negative <se>  <b>  restaurant <e>  negative <se>

<b>  restaurant  <i>  price  <e>   negative <se> <b>  restaurant <e>  negative <se>

▫ Opinion Target ▫ Sentiment ▫ Predicted Part

Figure 3: Pre-trained model for generation method in open-domain targeted sentiment analysis task.

3.1.1 Opinion Target Extraction222

For opinion target extraction, the target sequence223

[y1, ..., ym] (not includes the beginning token for224

BART) is a target list [t1, t2, .., tl]. Each ele-225

ment is tj = [eb, ..., ei, ..., ee] where eb, ee are226

the beginning and ending token of each target227

respectively, and ei is the token to separate the228

nest structure of targets. For instance, given229

the input ‘The food in this restaurant is awful’,230

the output is [eb, restaurant, ei, food, ee,231

eb, restaurant, ee].232

3.1.2 Target Sentiment Classification233

For target sentiment classification, we set a tar-234

get set for each document T = {t1, t2, .., t|L|}235

where |L| is the number of targets for each236

document in the dataset and the sentiment po-237

larity set P = {p1, p2, ..., p|C|} where |C|238

is the number of sentiment polarity in the239

task. Each element tj = eb, ..., ei, ..., ee is240

in the same format mentioned above. Similar241

to Liu et al. (2021), we create the templates242

Ttj ,pk = w1, w2, ..., wl = [tj + pk, ese] (e.g.243

[eb, restaurant, ei, food, ee, positive, ese]).244

For a given target set, we can obtain a list of tem-245

plates Ttj = [Ttj ,p1 , Ttj ,p2 , ..., Ttj ,p|C| ], and feed246

the template sets into fine-tuned pre-trained gen-247

erative language model to assign a score to each248

template Ttj ,pk = w1, w2, ..., wl:249

f(Ttj ,pk) =
l∑

i=1

logP (wi|w1,i−1, X) (1)250

We choose the sentiment polarity with the largest251

score for the target tj .252

3.1.3 Open-domain Targeted Sentiment253

Analysis254

For open-domain targeted sentiment analysis, the255

target sequence [y1, ..., ym] (not includes the begin-256

ning token for BART) is a target list [t1, t2, .., tl].257

Each element is tj = [eb, ..., ei, ..., ee, sj , ese], 258

where eb, ee, ese are the beginning, ending tokens 259

of each target, and ending token of sentiment re- 260

spectively. ei is to separate the nest structure of 261

targets, sj is the sentiment towards this target. For 262

example, given the input ‘The food is too awful’, 263

the model output is [eb, food, ee, negative, ese]. 264

3.1.4 Training 265

In opinion target extraction and open-domain tar- 266

geted sentiment analysis, the gold outputs are given 267

directly as a token list Yt = [y0, y1, ..., ym] where 268

y0 denotes the start token for BART. For target sen- 269

timent classification, gold texts are generated for 270

each target with a gold polarity, which we use a 271

token token sequence Ys to represent. 272

Given a sequence input X , we feed the input X 273

into BART encoder to obtain the hidden states: 274

hencoder = BARTEncoder(X) (2) 275

At the ith step of the BART decoder, the gen- 276

erated output tokens y1:i−1 are taken as inputs to 277

yield a representation 278

hdecoder
i = BARTDecoder(hencoder, y1:i−1)

(3) 279

The loss function for the training instance 280

(X,Yt) or (X,Ys) is formulated as 281

L = −
m∑
i=1

logP (yi|y1,i−1, X) (4) 282

4 Experiments 283

We conduct experiments for verifying the influence 284

of the open-domain data, the document length, the 285

complex target structure and the model structure in 286

open-domain targeted sentiment analysis. 287
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Domain OTE TSC OTSA OTSA-Single
Precision Recall F1 Precision Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Books 56.84 38.12 45.63 73.85 40.65 26.25 31.90 43.02 29.17 34.76
Clothing 62.93 47.20 53.94 83.55 49.36 38.32 43.14 60.67 41.66 49.40

Restaurant 47.11 25.46 33.05 83.26 32.00 15.44 20.82 35.98 12.99 19.08
Hotel 68.85 44.14 53.79 95.69 50.39 29.38 37.12 47.67 26.64 34.17
News 23.16 10.93 14.85 69.94 20.23 11.33 14.52 18.57 9.90 12.91

PhraseBank 63.28 54.10 58.32 91.48 60.67 52.62 56.35 58.92 52.05 55.27
Avg 53.70 36.66 43.26 82.96 42.21 28.89 33.98 44.13 28.73 34.27

Table 2: Experimental results (OTE for opinion target extraction task, TSC for target sentiment classification task
and OTSA for results of open-domain targeted sentiment analysis on the multi-domain setting; OTSA-Single for
results of open-domain targeted sentiment analysis on the single-domain setting).

4.1 Experimental Settings288

We perform experiments using the official pre-289

trained BART model provided by Huggingface1.290

The maximum input sequence length is 512, and291

the maximum output sequence length is 100. We292

split our dataset into training/validation/testing sets293

in the same ratio of 7:1:2 for all tasks. The best294

model configuration is selected according to the295

highest performance on the validation set. In par-296

ticular, the batch size 4, learning rate is initialized297

as 1e-4, our model is trained for 20 epochs. The298

experiments include:299

Multi-domain and single-domain settings. We300

first mix up the data on the six domains and fine-301

tune the BART model over a multi-domain setting302

before testing the trained model on the mixed data303

and the data in each domain, respectively. Then304

we carry out experiments over the single-domain305

setting, by training the model on a single domain306

and test the model on the corresponding test data.307

Test on complex nested target structure. For308

exploring the influence of complex nested target309

structure, we try to mix the datasets and split the310

data w.r.t. the number of target nests. The statistics311

of the number of targets with different numbers of312

nests in each domain is shown in Table 1 (last 4313

columns). We train and test the model on each data314

split of different numbers of nests (1-nest, 2-nest315

and 3-nest) respectively.316

Out-of-domain test. Models for open-domain317

targeted sentiment analysis are expected to learn318

sufficient knowledge about various domains and319

be applied to unseen domains for open-domain320

requirements. We design 5-1 (1-1) out-of-domain321

tests, using training data on five (one) domains to322

train the model, and testing the model on another323

domain.324

Pipeline model. In order to evaluate the perfor-325

1https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-base

mance of the pipeline model, we train the model 326

of opinion target extraction and target sentiment 327

classification on each domain separately and test 328

on the model pipeline. 329

4.2 Overall Results 330

First, the loose-match evaluation scores of the 331

multi-domain setting experiment on test mixed data 332

are precision 41.40, recall 25.10, F1 31.25, rela- 333

tively higher than the exact match evaluation score 334

(precision 19.13, recall 17.66, F1 21.98). The val- 335

ues of loose-match evaluation scores provide ev- 336

idence that there exist much room for improve- 337

ment in open-domain targeted sentiment analysis, 338

comparing with the F1 score reported by the pre- 339

vious traditional work (Hu et al., 2019) where the 340

F1 scores of LAPTOP, REST, Twitter are 68.06, 341

57.69 and 74.92, respectively. Meanwhile, the F1 342

score of Transformer model on mixed test data is 343

only 3.76, which indicates the significance of using 344

pre-trained models for the task. 345

Second, the results of the multi-domain setting 346

trained BART model of each domain are shown in 347

Table 2 (first seven columns). The performance of 348

open-domain targeted sentiment analysis on Books 349

(31,90), Restaurant (20.82) and News (14.52) do- 350

mains are relatively the weakest. This could be due 351

to different factors including the size of documents, 352

domains, and target structure, which are analyzed 353

in Section 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively. 354

Third, it is worth noting that the average recall 355

values (36.66 and 28.89) for opinion target extrac- 356

tion and open-domain targeted sentiment analysis 357

are all lower than the precision (53.70 and 42.21). 358

It suggests that the model tends to output more cor- 359

rect targets and sentiments, but fails to identify all 360

the targets and sentiments. Then, by comparing the 361

results on opinion target extraction and target senti- 362

ment classification, the precision of the latter task 363

(82.96) is strongly better than the former (53.70), 364
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Figure 4: The relation between the document length
and the performance on the multi-domain setting. (a)
(b) for open-domain targeted sentiment analysis; (c)
(d) for opinion target extraction and target sentiment
classification.

Precision Recall F1
1-nest 47.45 32.12 38.31
2-nest 50.16 21.09 29.69
3-nest 29.72 20.00 23.90

Table 3: Results on different numbers of nests.

which implies the difficulty is extracting targets.365

The results of the single-domain setting are366

shown in Table 2 (last 3 columns). The av-367

erage F1 score of open-domain targeted senti-368

ment analysis on the single domain setting is369

34.27, better than that of the multi-domain set-370

ting (33.98). Overall, open-domain data do not371

help improve the performance of the model. The372

worse results for the multi-domain setting (com-373

paring with single-domain setting) are on Books374

(31.90-34.76) and Clothing (43.14-49.40), which375

implies that no useful information could be ob-376

tained from other domains for these domains.377

But for Restaurant (20.82-19.08), Hotel (37.12-378

34.17), News (14.52-12.91) and PhraseBank379

(56.35-55.27), open-domain data can help boost the380

model performance. More effective use of open-381

domain data requires further research.382

4.3 Influence of Document-level Inputs383

We are interested in understanding the influence384

of documents for open-domain targeted sentiment385

analysis, which can be characterized by the aver-386

age number of tokens or sentences. In particular,387

we illustrate the relation between the document388

length and the performance on the multi-domain389

Domain Precision Recall F1
Books 29.30 12.68 17.69

Clothing 32.47 20.72 25.29
Restaurant 23.29 7.98 11.89

Hotel 27.78 13.00 17.69
News 3.84 1.33 1.98

PhraseBank 33.33 25.30 28.76
Avg 25.00 13.50 17.22

Table 4: Out-of-domain test results (5-1 experiments).

Domain Precision Recall F1
P->B 13.86 6.14 8.50
B->C 16.02 15.13 15.56
C->R 7.19 1.97 3.09
R->H 28.99 13.58 18.49
H->N 1.87 1.62 1.73
N->P 38.07 31.02 34.18
Avg 17.67 11.08 13.59

Table 5: Out-of-domain test results (1-1 experiments)
(P for PhraseBank, B for Books, C for Clothing, R for
Restaurant, H for Hotel and N for News).

setting (the illustration on single-domain setting is 390

similar) in Figure 4. The results show that the per- 391

formance of the model on open-domain targeted 392

sentiment analysis and opinion target extraction 393

has strong correlation to the average number of 394

tokens or sentences, which is one characteristic in 395

the document-level task. With the increase of to- 396

kens or sentences, the performance of open-domain 397

targeted sentiment analysis and opinion target ex- 398

traction decreases significantly. But for target senti- 399

ment classification, the performance does not have 400

such an obvious relation (Figure 4 (c)(d)) as shown 401

before. This implies that the model can be nega- 402

tively affected by the document length for open- 403

domain targeted sentiment analysis. 404

4.4 Influence of Complex Target Structure 405

According to the results shown in Table 3, the F1 406

scores of the 1-nest, 2-nest, and 3-nest settings are 407

38.31 29.59 and 23.9, showing that the number of 408

target nests negatively affects the performance. The 409

F1 score in the 3-nest target setting is 14.41 lower 410

than that in 1-nest targets experiment. It implies an- 411

other reason why the performance of Restaurant 412

(with a large number of 2-nest targets (2566)) is 413

weak. Nested targets are challenging to identify 414

which requires more inference for the relations be- 415

tween target components for open-domain targeted 416

sentiment analysis. 417
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PhraseBank
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Books
Hotel

News

60

40

20

Figure 5: Comparisons between out-of-domain tests
and the multi-domain setting. • symbol for F1 score of
the multi-domain setting, ▲ symbol for F1 score of 5-1
out-of-domain test and ■ symbol for F1 score of 1-1
out-of-domain test.

Domain Precision Recall F1
Books 35.46 29.94 32.46

Clothing 45.00 41.44 43.14
Restaurant 35.60 26.31 30.25

Hotel 59.76 41.82 49.20
News 17.85 11.29 13.83

PhraseBank 58.60 51.57 54.86
Avg 42.04 33.72 37.29

Table 6: Single-domain setting results of pipeline
model.

4.5 Influence of Domain418

The results of 5-1 out-of-domain test are shown419

in Table 4. In particular, the average F1 scores is420

17.22, which is 16.75 lower than that on the multi-421

domain setting. The performance decay implies422

the generalization performance of the model on423

our dataset is weak, due to the fact that much dif-424

ference exists between the domains. The results425

of 1-1 out-of-domain test are shown in Table 5.426

The average F1 scores of 1-1 out-of-domain test427

is 14.59, which is 20.38 lower than that on the428

multi-domain setting, also lower than that on the429

5-1 setting. It suggests open-domain data can help430

to boost the performance of generalization. The431

visualization of results in the 5-1 test, 1-1 test and432

the multi-domain setting is shown in Figure 5. The433

performance on the News domain (1.98 and 1.73 in434

5-1 and 1-1 tests) is especially low, that the model435

can hardly learn useful knowledge from other do-436

mains for news domain. Note that the results on 1-1437

out-of-domain test are better than that on 5-1 test438

in Hotel (18.39-17.69) and PhraseBank (34.18-439

28.76), which implies that more open-domain data440
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Figure 6: Comparisons between performance of
pipeline model and joint model on the single-domain
setting (P for PhraseBank, B for Books, C for Clothing,
R for Restaurant, H for Hotel and N for News).

does not always lead to better-trained models. 441

4.6 Pipeline vs Joint Models 442

Different from the observation of Mitchell et al. 443

(2013), Zhang et al. (2015) and Hu et al. (2019), 444

the average F1 score of the pipeline model (37.29) 445

is better than the joint model (34.27). Better results 446

of pipeline models (comparing with joint models) 447

lie in the domains Restaurant (30.25-19.08), Ho- 448

tel (39.20-37.12) and News (13.83-12.91). We no- 449

tice the performance of the joint model is strongly 450

related to the average number of targets in the 451

dataset (Figure 6). With the increase of the av- 452

erage number of targets, the performance of the 453

joint model becomes worse than the pipeline model. 454

In the domains that the average number of targets 455

is small (Books (2.50), Clothing (1.67), Phrase- 456

Bank (1.23)), joint models performer better than 457

pipeline models. Conversely, in the domains that 458

the average number of targets is large (Restaurant 459

(5.03), Hotel (3.33), News (2.91)), pipeline models 460

have better performance. The phenomenon may 461

be due to the complexity of the generation content, 462

i.e. with the increase of the length of outputs, it 463

becomes harder to generate correct texts for open- 464

domain targeted sentiment analysis, but opinion 465

target extraction is relatively easier. 466

4.7 Case Study 467

Table 7 shows two qualitative cases from the 468

single-domain setting. As observed in the first 469

case, the model outputs a partially correct answer 470

(strap#Negative), but the information of the rela- 471

tion between shoe and strap is not extracted. Al- 472
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Context Gold Labels Output
I’ve ordered similar character shoes from other manufacturers
and, as long as I size up. They fit almost perfectly... perhaps a
tad big but a 7 would probably have been too snug. My dissatis-
faction is with the strap. Even at the tightest supplied hole, it ’s
way too loose.

shoes — strap # Negative
ese shoes # Mixed ese

strap # Negative ese

Valerie ’s place is spotless with a wonderful kitchen. The only
thing that might be difficult for some is the need to climb 2
flights of stairs to access the bedroom. I would stay here again
without hesitation.

Valerie ’s place — stairs
# Negative ese Valerie ’s
place # Mixed ese Valerie
’s place — kitchen # Posi-
tive ese

Valerie ’s place # Mixed
ese Valerie ’s place —
kitchen # Positive ese

Table 7: Case Study. The symbols ’—-’, ’#’ and ese represent the split, ending tokens of target and the ending token
of sentiment, respectively. The beginning token of targets is neglected here for simplicity.

though the words ‘They fit almost perfectly’ and473

‘it’s way too loose’ express sentiments for the tar-474

get shoe, it is not extracted, which means that the475

model fails to infer the anaphora of ‘They’ and ‘it’.476

In the second case, Valerie ’s place — stairs #Neg-477

ative fails to be extracted when the model faces a478

relative large number of targets.479

5 Related Work480

Open-domain targeted sentiment analysis can481

be divided into two sub-tasks, namely, the opin-482

ion target extraction and target sentiment classi-483

fication. Traditionally, the sub-tasks are solved484

separately (Lafferty et al., 2001; Shu et al., 2017;485

Zhang et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2016; Wang et al.,486

2017; Chen et al., 2017; Fan et al., 2018; Song et al.,487

2019), which can be pipelined together to solve the488

open-domain targeted sentiment analysis. The joint489

task of open-domain targeted sentiment analysis490

is modeled as an end-to-end span extraction prob-491

lem (Zhou et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2019) or span492

tagging problem: tagging as {B, I, E, S} - {POS,493

NEG, NEU} and O (Mitchell et al., 2013; Zhang494

et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019a; Song495

et al., 2019; Pingili and Li, 2020). Recent work496

compares pipeline model and joint model (Mitchell497

et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2019),498

finding that the pipeline model can achieve better499

performance.500

Previous studies mainly conduct experiments501

on three datasets: (1) LAPTOP, product reviews502

from the laptop domain in SemEval 2014 challenge503

(Pontiki et al., 2014); (2) TWITTER, comprised504

by the tweets collected by Mitchell (Mitchell et al.,505

2013); (3) REST, a union of restaurant reviews in506

SemEval 2014, 2015, or 2016 (Pontiki et al., 2014,507

2015, 2016). Some work also tries to propose508

datasets in news domain (Hamborg et al., 2021;509

Hamborg and Donnay, 2021) which are mainly510

on the political spectrum. To evaluate previous 511

models’ ability to solve open-domain targeted sen- 512

timent analysis in various domains, Orbach et al. 513

(2021) constructs a new evaluation dataset in exten- 514

sive domains finding that there is ample room for 515

improvement on this challenging new dataset. 516

Aspect-based sentiment analysis is a similar 517

work, which aims to extract the aspect term and 518

then identify its sentiment orientation, like (Li et al., 519

2019b; Chen et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019; Chen 520

and Qian, 2020; Liu et al., 2020a). The task needs 521

to find the aspects related to the elements in a 522

given aspect category set. But for open-domain 523

targeted sentiment analysis, no pre-defined aspect 524

categories are given. For example in LAPTOP 525

dataset, ’But the performance of Mac Mini is a 526

huge disappointment.’ For the target ‘Mac Mini’ is 527

not in the focused aspect categories, thus it is not 528

labeled and only ‘performance’ is labeled. Some 529

work tries to extract the target, aspect and senti- 530

ment at the same time (Yang et al., 2018; Saeidi 531

et al., 2016), while it limits the extensibility. Mean- 532

while, document-level aspect-based sentiment anal- 533

ysis task is also studied in (Chen et al., 2020; Wang 534

et al., 2019) to alleviate the information deficiency 535

problem for the implicit targets (pronouns). 536

6 Conclusion 537

In this study, we propose a challenging dataset for 538

open-domain targeted sentiment analysis. As a so- 539

lution to the challenging joint and pipeline tasks, 540

we considered a single unified baselines using a 541

seq2seq pre-trained language model, which is close 542

to real-world practical settings. Benchmark per- 543

formance demonstrated that the task is very diffi- 544

cult even given the current pre-trained technologies, 545

and challenges exist in the effective use of open- 546

domain data, long documents, the complexity of 547

target structure and domain variances. 548
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A Appendix: Rules for Annotation777

A.1 Target Candidates and sentiment778

Annotation779

General Instructions.780

In this task you will review a set of documents.781

Your goal is to identify the nested items in the782

documents that have a sentiment expressed to them.783

Steps784

1. Read the documents thoroughly and carefully.785

2. Identify the items that have a sentiment ex-786

pressed to them.787

3. Mark each item by the form of nested tar-788

get structure connected by ‘–’ and for each nested789

target choose the expressed sentiment:790

(a). Positive: the expressed sentiment is positive.791

(b). Negative: the expressed sentiment is nega-792

tive.793

(c). Mixed: the expressed sentiment is both posi-794

tive and negative.795

4. If there is no item with a sentiment expressed796

towards them, proceed to the next document.797

Rules and Tips798

1. The nest target structures are labeled as they799

appear in the document, even though they800

have overlapping parts (see example 2).801

2. If the target of pronoun (it, this, that, etc.)802

could not be inferred from the whole text, the803

pronoun will be a target, but it will not be804

considered as a part of nested target structure805

(see example 2).806

3. The sentiment should be expressed towards807

the marked items, it cannot come from with808

the marked item (see example 3).809

4. Unfactual content will not be marked in condi-810

tional or subjunctive sentences (see example811

5).812

5. Verbs will not serve as targets even though813

there exist sentiment words towards them (see814

example 6).815

6. “the” cannot be a part of a marked item. (see816

example 7).817

A.2 Examples818

1. Basics819

Example 1.1: The food is good.820

Answer: food # Positive 821

Explanation: The word good expresses a posi- 822

tive sentiment towards food. 823

Example 1.2: The food is awful. 824

Answer: food # Negative 825

Explanation: The word awful expresses a nega- 826

tive sentiment towards food. 827

Example 1.3: The food is tasty but expensive. 828

Answer: food # Mixed 829

Explanation: The word good expresses a posi- 830

tive sentiment towards food while the word awful 831

expresses a negative sentiment towards food. So 832

the correct sentiment to food is mixed. 833

Example 1.4: The restaurant is near downtown. 834

Answer: Nothing should be selected, for there 835

is no sentiment expressed. 836

2. Nested target structure 837

Example 2.1: Good charger and is perfect be- 838

cause it also has a USB connection. Also love that 839

it is original material it works like that too giving 840

a quick charge when I need it. 841

Answer: charger # Positive 842

charger - USB connection # Positive 843

charger - material # Positive 844

charger - charge # Positive 845

Explanation: The word good expresses a posi- 846

tive sentiment towards charger, and the word per- 847

fect expresses a positive sentiment to the USB con- 848

nection of charger. Meanwhile, the next sentence 849

has positive sentiments towards material and charge 850

separately, and they can be inferred to be a part of 851

the charge. 852

Example 2.2: It charges my phone quickly and 853

the cord is super long. 854

Answer: It # Positive 855

cord # Positive 856

Explanation: The word quickly expresses a pos- 857

itive sentiment to the target it while it cannot be 858

inferred what it represents, then it is marked. For 859

cord, although we can know cord is a part of it, but 860

it will not be considered to be marked in the nested 861

target structure. 862

Example 2.3: The food was served good for a 863

meal in the Italian restaurant, but the atmosphere 864

was awful. 865

Answer: Italian restaurant - food # Positive 866

Italian restaurant - atmosphere # Negative 867

Italian restaurant # Mixed 868
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Explanation: The word good expresses a posi-869

tive sentiment to the target food and food is a part870

of the Italian restaurant, meanwhile for the item871

food has marked, the duplicate item meal will not872

be marked. Then word awful expressed a nega-873

tive opinion towards the atmosphere of the Ital-874

ian restaurant. Further, from the two nested target875

items, the sentiment of Italian restaurant can be876

inferred to be mixed.877

3. Sentiment location878

Example 3.1: I love this great car.879

Answer: car # Positive880

Explanation: Both words love and great ex-881

presses positive sentiment towards car, so car is882

marked, but not great car is marked.883

4. Long-document examples884

Example 4.1: Could not power my S2 phone.885

The LG charger I was using had no problem but I886

needed a second charger. I thought buying an Of-887

ficial Samsung charger would be the best route to888

go. With nothing running on my phone except Waze889

and Audible (my usual combo when driving) the890

battery icon showed charging on AC, BUT was los-891

ing power at the rate of 5% per hour. On a long trip892

I was forced to turn the phone completely off for a893

few hours to get it to charge. In fairness it could894

have been a defective unit but I won’t be wasting895

time trying another of this model. The company896

has been very accommodating in the return. The897

return has been smooth and I WOULD buy from898

them again.899

Answer: LG charger # Positive900

Official Samsung charger # Negative901

company # Positive902

company–return # Positive903

Example 4.3: My wife liked my Nokia 3650 so904

much that she switched chips with me and is car-905

rying it. My favorite features:1. Speaker Phone.906

Nice when driving or multitasking. Good audible907

range. I slip it in my shirt pocket and speak into the908

air. Works great!2. Display is very good for its size.909

The camera takes 640 x 480 color images. I bought910

a 32 meg card to increase storage. I recently used911

the phone as my principle camera on vacation to912

the Smokies. Worked great.3. Contacts is a nice913

feature that can pull your chip’s phone numbers914

and store them. Just add email addresses and you915

can send the camera pics to any email via the mul-916

timedia option. Disadvantages: The blue lighted917

round keyboard. In low light it is hard to see. This 918

can be a problem when text-messaging or adding 919

contact details. I’m buying a 2nd phone which will 920

be another Nokia 3650. (...) :) 921

Answer: Nokia 3650 # Mixed 922

Nokia 3650–Speaker # Positive 923

Nokia 3650–Speaker–audible range # Positive 924

Nokia 3650–display–size # Positive 925

Nokia 3650–camera # Positive 926

Nokia 3650–contact # Positive 927

Nokia 3650–multimedia option # Positive 928

Nokia 3650–keyboard # Negative 929

5. Unfactual content will not be marked in con- 930

ditional or subjunctive sentences 931

Example 5.1: For example, if the Asia Pacific 932

market does not grow as anticipated, our results 933

could suffer. 934

Answer: Nothing should be selected, for the 935

sentence is a conditional sentence. 936

6. Verbs not for targets 937

Example 6.1: Works well. 938

Answer: Nothing should be selected, for verbs 939

will not be targets. It is normal to be marked in the 940

ABSA work, for they can be aspects of the items. 941

7. “the” cannot be a part of a marked item 942

Example 7.1: The food is awful. 943

Answer: food # Negative 944

Error: The food # Negative 945

8. Idioms 946

Example 8.1: The laptop’s performance was in 947

the middle of the pack, but so is its price. 948

Answer: None 949

Explanation: A sentiment may be conveyed 950

with an idiom – be sure you understand the mean- 951

ing of an input sentence before answering. When 952

unsure, look up potential idioms online. in the mid- 953

dle of the pack does not convey a positive nor a 954

negative sentiment, and certainly not both (so the 955

answer is not "mixed" as well). 956

B Appendix: Data Source 957

Our proposed dataset contains six domains, includ- 958

ing books reviews, clothing reviews, restaurant re- 959

views, hotel reviews, financial news and social me- 960

dia data. 961
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B.1 Dataset Sources962

Raw document data are from several datasets or963

collected by ourselves and they are used for anno-964

tation inputs. The details are as follows:965

1. Books and Clothing. The reviews of books966

and clothing are from 2. The annotated data967

contains 986 book reviews and 928 clothing968

reviews which are randomly selected from969

the downloaded dataset. We used the data of970

books domain and clothing domain of 5-core971

version in this data source.972

2. Restaurant. Restaurant reviews are in973

Boston, collected by Yelp (April 17, 2021).3974

The annotated data contains 940 reviews975

which are randomly selected from the down-976

loaded dataset (only restaurant reviews re-977

main).978

3. Hotels. Hotel reviews are in Boston, col-979

lected by AirBnb (February 19, 2021).4 The980

annotated data contains 1029 reviews which981

are randomly selected from the downloaded982

dataset.983

4. Social Media. A random sample of 1194984

sentences was chosen to represent the over-985

all social media database5. Annotators were986

asked to consider the sentiment of sentences987

from the view point of an investor only.988

5. Business News. Our business news dataset989

was collected from Reuters6 and Bloomberg7990

containing 936 news. In particular, Reuters991

News was collected from March 2021 to992

April 2021, resulting in 498 instances. While993

Bloomberg News was collected over the pe-994

riod from October 2006 to November 2013,995

resulting in 438 samples.996

2https://nijianmo.github.io/amazon/
index.html

3https://www.yelp.com/dataset/download
4http://insideairbnb.com/get-the-data.

html
5https://huggingface.co/datasets/

financial_phrasebank
6https://www.reuters.com/news/
7https://github.com/philipperemy/

financial-news-dataset
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